The e8'ect of including mass-asymmetry dependent 6ssion delay times into the statistical model has been investigated. The shape of the predicted charge distribution of fission fragments is found to be very sensitive to the magnitude and mass-asymmetry dependence of these delay times. Measured mass-asymmetry dependent prefission neutron multiplicities were fit with calculated presaddle values by varying the 6ssion delay times. The resultant predictions for the charge distributions are found to have shapes inconsistent with those measured for similar mass systems, indicating that measured prefission multiplicities cannot be accounted for by presaddle emission alone. Limitations to the magnitude of the presaddle component are discussed. PACS number(s): 24.75.+i, 25.70.3j, 24.60.Dr 
I. INTRODUCTION Bohr and Wheeler [1] included the fission decay mode into the statistical model using the transition state formalism developed for chemical reaction rates. This formalism has been successfully used in calculating the fission probability for compound nuclei covering a wide range of masses, excitation energies, and angular momenta. For example, in heavy-ion fusion reactions, fission excitation functions have been fit over a wide range of compound nucleus masses [2 -5] , using angular momentum dependent, macroscopic fission barriers [6] and Fermi gas level densities.
Moretto [7] extended the transition state forxnalism to include both symmetric and asymmetric binary divisions of the compound nucleus. In this formalism, symmetric fission and light particle evaporation represent two extremes of a generalized binary decay process. The predicted charge or mass distribution of &agments emitted by the compound nucleus is continuous and the overall shape is determined predominantly by the dependence of the potential energy surface (PES) on the fission and mass-asymmetry coordinates. For heavier nuclei above the Businaro-Gallone (BG) point [8] , the ridge in the PES separating ground-state from scission configurations has minima for both symmetric and very asymmetric divisions. These minima are associated with the dominant decay modes of symmetric fission and light particle evaporation, respectively. For nuclei with mass below the BG point, the minimum for symmetric division is replaced by a maximum. As a result, the predicted charge distributions for near symmetric divisions show a transformation from a fission peak above the BG point to a minimum below the BG point [7] . For compound nuclei at the BG point, the charge distribution is predicted to be flat for near symmetric divisions. Experimentally these trends have been amply confirmed. Charge distributions measured for heavy systems above the BG point show a fission peak [9, 10] , while systems at and below the BG point are fiat [9, 11] and have a minimum [11 -14] , respectively, in the measured charge distributions for near symmetry divisions. Also, by increasing the angular momentum of a system, one can move it from below to above the BG point and subsequently change the shape of the charge distribution. Such transitions have been observed [15] . Quantitative agreement with both the measured shape and magnitude of the charge or mass distributions has been obtained for many systems [9 -14] .
Despite the success of the statistical model, recent measurements of large prefission particles [16 -18] and gaxnma ray emissions [19] have been interpreted as implying a role for dynamics in determining the fission decay probability. Let us consider prefission neutron measurements. The separation of the neutrons which accompany fission decay into prefission and postfission components is achieved using the kinematical focusing of the post-fission neutrons by the fission &agments. The spectra of neutrons emitted in coincidence with fission fragments are fitted with three sources: One source (prefission) with the velocity vector of the compound nucleus and two sources (postfission) with velocity vectors corresponding to that of the fully accelerated fission fragments. (Sometimes a pre-equilibrium source is also included. ) Because only three sources are included, neutrons emitted before the fission &agments obtained a large &action of their asymptotic velocities are classified as prefission. The remaining prefission neutrons are presaddle, emitted before the system reached the saddle-point configuration, and saddleto-scission, emitted &om the fissioning system during the descent ft. . om the saddle to the scission point. As the statistical model only predicts the presaddle neutron multiplicity, care should be taken in comparing it to measured prefission neutron multiplicities.
Using the statistical model decay widths for neutrons, the large measured prefission neutron multiplicities have been converted to fission times of 10 -100 zs [17] (1 zs=10 i s). This Sierk [34] and Carjan [35] , using the rotating finite range model [6, 36] .
Level densities were assumed to be of the Fermi gas form. As the level density parameter for the saddle-point configuration is very important for determining the presaddle neutron multiplicity [37, 38] , its mass-asymmetry dependence was considered. Apart &om the volume (or A) dependence of the level density parameter, higher order corrections dependent on the surface area and curvature have been predicted. In this work, only the surface area correction will be considered because the in8uence of the curvature correction can be mocked up by a small increase in the surface area term [39] . [2 -5] and prefission neutron multiplicities at low excitation energies [38] when, in both cases, the macroscopic fission barriers of Ref. [6] Table II for the three reactions. These values are identical to those assumed in Ref. [18] .
As a reference, calculations were first performed without the inclusion of fission delays. Figure 1 shows the predicted charge distributions [0 (Z)] for the isO + i44Sm reaction and the predicted average presaddle neutron multiplicity as a function of mass asymmetry. The predictions obtained with the TS, Ign, and GL density paa(yt) = a"A+ a, B,(rl)A~. (5) Three sets of the constants a and a, listed in Table I were considered, and were obtained &om the models of Toke and Swiatecki [39) (TS), Ignatyuk et al. [40] (Ign), and Gottschalk and Ledergerber [41] (GL). As Fig. 1 This behavior is not unexpected, as the larger the fission delay time, the more the probability for that channel is reduced. The efFect of mass-asymmetry dependent de- It is interesting that within these regions, the predicted cross sections are independent of the assumed level density parameter. Outside of these regions, the shape of the distributions remains unchanged, except that due to the reduced competition &om symmetric fission, the yield is increased.
The predicted total neutron multiplicities for the 60+~O Ag reactions are now all consistent with the experimental data in Fig. 6 . However, for the 0 induced reactions, the predictions fall below the experimental data in Figs. 4 and 5. Given that in fitting experimental prefission neutron multiplicities with the calculated presaddle values implies a rapid saddle-to-scission motion, then dissipation during this motion should be minimal. Therefore it is unlikely, in this scenario, that the underprediction of the total neutron multiplicity can be associated with the neglect of the saddle-to-scission motion in GEMINI and this again may indicate that the fitted fission delay times are incompatible with the data. The predicted shapes of the charge distributions clearly rule out the possibility that all of the measured prefission multiplicities are presaddle emissions. The extent to which limits can be placed on the magnitude of the delay times wiB now be investigated. In the end we are limited by the lack of experimental charge distributions with which to make detailed comparison to calculations.
However, even small mass-asymmetry dependent fission delay times can have a significant eHect on the shape of the predicted charge distribution. This is illustrated in Fig. 7 It is interesting to note that the total fission yield, defined as 1"-
is relatively insensitive to tg, i "(0). Fig. 7 . At the same time, the prefission multiplicity is increased by 0.5 at g=0. However, even in this calculation, the presaddle neutrons account for less than half the measured prefission multiplicity.
In the previous discussions, o"was kept fixed to its fitted value in Table III Finally, it is of some interest to consider the case where the fission decay rate is allowed to approach the transition state value in a more gradual manner rather than tron multiplicity for g=o is plotted as a function of fo. the abrupt nature considered in the previous discussions. Calculations were performed using decay widths which ramp up linearly over a time to(rl) to the transition state values (see Appendix). The conclusions of these calculations are in general the same as for a sharp delay, except that only moderate increases in the presaddle multiplicity can be obtained even with large values of to. This is illustrated in Fig. 9 
